Experience-dependent alterations in conscious resting state activity following perceptuomotor learning.
In monkeys and rats, neural activity patterns during learning are reactivated during subsequent periods of rest or sleep. According to the reactivation-consolidation account, this process underlies the consolidation of memories. Brain imaging studies have extended these findings to humans during sleep, but not yet, during rest. Here, we show that learning-related reactivation also occurs in humans during rest. During functional MRI-scanning, participants trained on a perceptuomotor task flanked by rest periods. During training, we found robust activity in the superior parietal cortex. During post-training rest, this same area reactivated. We also found a link between parietal reactivation and learning. Activity in superior parietal cortex was associated with learning during training, and a control group that did not train on the perceptuomotor task did not show any difference between the pre- and post-training rest blocks in this region. These findings indicate that, during rest, reactivation also occurs in humans. This process may contribute to consolidation of perceptuomotor memories.